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ABSTRACT

The influence of changing ocean currents on climate change is evaluated by comparing an earth system

model’s response to increased CO2 with and without an ocean circulation response. Inhibiting the ocean

circulation response, by specifying a seasonally varying preindustrial climatology of currents, has a much

larger influence on the heat storage pattern than on the carbon storage pattern. The heat storage pattern

without circulation changes resembles carbon storage (either with or without circulation changes) more than

it resembles the heat storage when currents are allowed to respond. This is shown to be due to the larger

magnitude of the redistribution transport—the change in transport due to circulation anomalies acting on

control climate gradients—for heat than for carbon. The net ocean heat and carbon uptake are slightly re-

duced when currents are allowed to respond. Hence, ocean circulation changes potentially act to warm the

surface climate. However, the impact of the reduced carbon uptake on radiative forcing is estimated to be

small while the redistribution heat transport shifts ocean heat uptake from low to high latitudes, increasing its

cooling power. Consequently, global surface warming is significantly reduced by circulation changes. Cir-

culation changes also shift the pattern of warming from broad Northern Hemisphere amplification to a more

structured pattern with reduced warming at subpolar latitudes in both hemispheres and enhanced warming

near the equator.

1. Introduction

Climate models project large changes in ocean circu-

lation in response to increasing greenhouse gases. Atlan-

tic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) declines

from 0% to more than 50% are projected for the twenty-

first century (Solomon et al. 2007). Southern Ocean cir-

culation response is also large and model dependent

(Russell et al. 2006). Gnanadesikan et al. (2007) note

large changes in tropical thermocline circulation in ad-

dition to AMOC and Southern Hemisphere circulation

changes in three GFDL climate models. While the

ocean’s influence on surface climate changes is under-

stood to occur through heat and carbon uptake, there is

a lack of mechanistic understanding of these processes,

including the role of the circulation response. Banks

and Gregory (2006) show that the ocean heat storage

pattern in a warming climate is quite different than that

of a passive tracer with the same surface source. Xie

and Vallis (2012) use an idealized ocean model to

show that this difference is robust to various ocean

model formulation and forcing differences. Both

studies identify the redistribution of control climate

ocean heat content as the important factor in the

storage pattern differences (the passive tracer was ab-

sent in the control climate). However, by design these

experiments cannot determine how this heat redis-

tribution feeds back to alter the surface climate re-

sponse. Winton (2003) showed that the impact of ocean

circulation change might be substantial by uniformly

varying the current speeds of an ocean circulation im-

posed on two climate models. Current speed increases

produced high-latitude warming and low-latitude

cooling with a net increase in global temperature.

In this study we address the role of ocean circulation

changes by making an additional set of climate change

simulations with a fully coupled earth system model. In
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addition to the standard control and CO2 increase ex-

periments, a corresponding pair of experiments (pre-

industrial control and increasing CO2) are performed

that fix the ocean circulation to a seasonally varying

climatology based on the control experiment. The fixed-

current response determined from this pair of experi-

ments is used to divide the total response into two

parts, one due to changing ocean circulation (the dif-

ference between the free- and fixed-current responses)

and the other due to all other factors (the fixed-current

response).

Themodel used and experimental design are described

in the next section. Section 3 discusses the impact of the

ocean circulation response on the distributions of heat

and carbon storage in the ocean interior. The impact of

the circulation response on the surface climate is pre-

sented in section 4. The final section discusses the results.

2. Experiment design

The earth system model (ESM) used in this study is

the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)

ESM2M (Dunne et al. 2012, 2013). The physical model

is closely related to the GFDL Climate Model 2.1

(CM2.1; Delworth et al. 2006) used for the comparison

in phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Pro-

ject (CMIP3). The responses of AMOC and global

temperature are similar to those of CM2.1 (Winton et al.

2013; Stouffer et al. 2006). In this study we make use of

100-yr, 1% yr21 atmospheric CO2 increase experiments,

to evaluate the response of the carbon cycle to increased

atmospheric carbon and of the climate to increased ra-

diative forcing. Since atmospheric CO2 is specified, we

cannot directly evaluate the impact of differences in

carbon uptake on climate change. Instead we will esti-

mate the impact of such uptake on atmospheric CO2 and

radiative forcing.

We assess the role of changing currents on the simu-

lated climate change by performing a pair of companion

experiments (control and 1% yr21 CO2 increase) where

the ocean circulation is forced to follow a specified

seasonal cycle. This climatology of currents is formed

from the first 100 years of ESM2M’s standard 1860

control experiment (following its long spinup). ESM2M

uses a real freshwater flux boundary condition so mass

balance requires that the surface water flux also be

specified from this climatology. Although currents are

specified in the fixed-current case, all parameterized

subgrid mixing and convection processes operate on

the evolving hydrography as in the standard prognostic

model. A similar experimental setup was used byWinton

(2003) to investigate the impact of ocean circulation on

climate.

The fixed-current control experiences significant drift,

warming by about 1 K in the first 30 years from its free-

current control initial condition. Therefore all fixed-

current perturbation quantities are reported as differences

between the fixed-current perturbation run and its

control experiment. The analysis in this paper uses av-

erages over years 81–100 of the experiment when the

CO2 level is, on average, about 2.4 times preindustrial

and the radiative forcing is 4.5 W m22.

3. Heat and carbon storage

a. Circulation change in free-current experiment

For completeness we briefly describe the ocean cir-

culation change in the free-current experiment. Figure 1

shows the 20-yr average change in meridional over-

turning at year 90 of the 1% yr21 CO2 increase ex-

periment. There is a large reduction in the northern

overturning cell, exceeding 10 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21)

at 408N. In the Southern Ocean an increase in the wind-

driven Ekman overturning due to enhanced westerly

stress combines with a reduction in Antarctic Bottom

Water formation to change the overturning by more

than 6 Sv. Both of these circulation changes reduce

poleward heat transport by reducing poleward flow—or

enhancing equatorward flow—in the warmer upper

ocean. At lower latitudes there is a reduction in deep

upwelling and some smaller changes in the shallow

wind-driven circulation. The reduction in upwelling is

intensified near the surface at the equator.

As noted in the introduction, simulated changes in

ocean circulation are quite uncertain. In particular, some

of the changes are known to be influenced by resolution.

Farneti et al. (2010) show that eddy effects in a high-

resolution simulation cancel much of the mean flow

change in the southern ocean, an effect that was not well

represented by GFDL CM2.1’s eddy parameterization

(Farneti and Gent 2011).

b. Model results with fixed and free currents

Figure 2 compares the perturbation heat and dis-

solved inorganic carbon (DIC) column burdens in the

fixed- and free-current experiments. The differences

between the right and left panels reflect the influence of

ocean circulation changes that are only allowed to op-

erate in the free-current experiment depicted on the

right. The centers of large carbon storage in the South-

ern Ocean subtropical gyres and in the western North

Atlantic are diminished by changing currents while the

low values in the tropics are increased somewhat. By

contrast with the modest differences in carbon storage,

the heat storage pattern changes dramatically when
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circulation changes are allowed. In the free current

case, a region of reduced heat content appears in the

northern North Atlantic and Nordic Seas and a band of

high storage appears just to the south along the North

American coast. This dipole pattern is closely related

to theAMOCsubsurface temperature fingerprint (Zhang

2008) and indicates a weakening of the overturning. A

new center of heat storage appears in the tropical At-

lantic spreading east from the northeast coast of South

America. A plume of increased heat storage streams

east from South America at about 408S. The gyre

storage pattern apparent in the fixed circulation heat

storage and in the carbon storage of both experiments

has been eliminated by circulation changes. Consider-

ing the four storage patterns, the heat storage with re-

sponding currents is qualitatively different from the

other three.

Furthermore, we note that the differences between

the heat storage patterns are similar to the differences

between passive anomaly temperature (PAT) and heat

storage in the Banks and Gregory (2006) experiments

(see their Fig. 3). Banks and Gregory ran their PAT

tracer alongside temperature in a climate change run of

the third climate configuration of theMet OfficeUnified

Model (HadCM3). PATwas initialized to zero and forced

with the anomalous surface heat flux. The fixed-current

heat storage here shows pattern similarities with Banks

and Gregory’s PAT. Both have large storage features in

the North Atlantic and subtropical gyres.

Figure 3 shows the zonal mean temperature and DIC

change for the fixed- and free-current experiments. Again

the carbon patterns are similar with small differences

related to circulation changes. The weakening of the

AMOC results in less DIC increase at high northern

latitudes. With the exception of enhanced Northern

Hemisphere warming in the subtropical gyres, the

pattern of temperature changes under fixed currents

resembles the DIC changes more than it resembles tem-

perature changewith free currents. In the deep ocean, the

free-current response has cooling high northern lati-

tudes while at high southern latitudes it has increased

warming relative to the fixed current case. The differ-

ence in Southern Ocean response is due to reduced con-

vection, which causes heat to accumulate beneath the

surface. The fixed current case maintains high southern

latitude convection and surface heat loss. The effect of

maintained convection on carbon storage is opposite to

heat: Southern Ocean carbon storage is larger in the

fixed-current case. The maintenance of convection in

the fixed-current case is difficult to attribute since, as

FIG. 1. Change in meridional overturning streamfunction (Sv, mean over years 81–100) in 1% yr21 CO2

increase experiment.
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noted earlier, surface freshwater fluxes are fixed at

control values to achieve mass balance while heat

fluxes interact with the changing climate.

At lower latitudes, the fixed- and free-current warm-

ing patterns are also very different. With free currents,

lobes of deep warming appear at 408N and 408S, but the
gyre warming equatorward of these features is elimi-

nated. It is replaced by a weaker warming that extends

down to about 1-km depth, particularly in the tropics. A

region of reduced warming appears near the equator at

several hundred meters depth. As was the case for the

column heat and carbon burdens, the temperature

change pattern with free currents is more structured

than the other three patterns.

c. Mechanism for storage pattern differences

Nowwe address the reason for the distinct appearance

of the temperature response when ocean circulation is

free to change relative to the carbon responses and the

fixed-current temperature response. Aside from circu-

lation, there are a number of reasons that carbon storage

might differ from heat storage: differing surface histo-

ries (exponentially increasing in the case of carbon);

atmospheric carbon is globally well mixed unlike sur-

face warming; carbon uptake is subject to solubility

and carbonate chemistry while surface temperature

anomalies are influenced by radiative damping to space

from the atmosphere–mixed-layer system. However,

FIG. 2. (top) Column heat and (bottom) dissolved inorganic carbon content change (year 81–100 mean) for experiments with (left)

specified climatological currents and (right) freely evolving currents. Heat contents are in (W m22) 3 90 yr. Carbon contents are in

moles m22.
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these differences apply to the temperature and carbon

fixed-current responses, which were shown to be largely

similar (Figs. 2 and 3).

The climate model ocean age tracer gives insight into

the differing distributions of heat and carbon storage in

the free-current case. The age tracer is set to 0 in the

mixed layer and increases with time (i.e., at a rate of

1 yr yr21) so that it measures the time since a water

parcel was last ventilated at the surface. The age tracer is

spun up for several thousand years in the control exper-

iment. Anticorrelation between control ocean age and

heat or carbon storage would indicate these tracers are

taken up by the simple process of exposure to increas-

ing surface values followed by transport into the interior,

resulting in the oldest water having the least tracer. The

control climate age tracer has a spatial correlation with

heat storage of20.30 andwith carbon storage of20.83 in

the upper kilometer of the World Ocean in the free-

current case. This indicates that ventilation by control

climate transport processes is much more important for

explaining the carbon storage distribution than it is for

heat storage.

The differing correlations of age tracer with the heat

and carbon storage also imply that a changing circula-

tion can have different impact on different tracers, in

this case influencing heat more than carbon. Banks and

Gregory (2006) showed that the difference between

the storage of heat and a passive tracer with the same

FIG. 3. (top) Zonal mean temperature and (bottom) dissolved inorganic carbon change (year 81–100 mean) for experiments with (left)

specified climatological currents and (right) freely evolving currents. Temperature changes are in K; dissolved inorganic carbon changes

are in mmole m23.
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surface flux anomaly was due to a redistribution trans-

port term that was absent for the passive tracer. Here we

seek to quantify redistribution for tracers, such as heat

and carbon, that are present in the preindustrial ocean

and so have a redistribution term. Breaking a tracer Q

and velocity y into control (subscript zero) and pertur-

bation (primed) components, the perturbation Q

transport is

(yQ)0 5 yQ2 y0Q05 y0Q01 y0Q
0 1 y0Q0 . (1)

The first term in the rightmost expression is the re-

distribution transport due to the circulation change op-

erating on the control climate tracer field. This term was

missing in the equation for the Banks and Gregory

passive anomaly temperature since that tracer does not

exist in the ocean prior to the climate perturbation. It is

this absence of initial structure rather than the passive–

active distinction that accounted for the distribution

difference. In the fixed-current experiments done here,

the third term on the right side of (1) has also been

eliminated since y0 5 0. Additionally, the fixed- and free-

current experiments do not have the same perturbation

surface heat flux.We will show later that these terms are

smaller than the redistribution transport. Therefore the

similarity of our fixed-current heat storage with the

Banks and Gregory passive anomaly temperature stor-

age comes about because the redistribution term is

eliminated—here by fixing the circulation (y0 5 0) and in

Banks and Gregory by eliminating the preindustrial

gradients (Q0 5 0).

Carbon, of course, existed in the ocean prior to an-

thropogenic emissions, but the relative importance of

the redistribution terms for heat and carbon depends

upon the relative magnitude of the preindustrial range

and the surface perturbation. To see this, we define a

new nondimensional number, the redistribution number

RQ as the ratio of the two first-order terms on the right

side of (1), the redistribution transport term (y0Q0) and

the fixed-current transport term (y0Q
0):

RQ 5 (Q0/Q
0)(y0/y0) , (2)

where the symbols are now reinterpreted as scales for

the fields rather than the four-dimensional climatologi-

cal fields themselves. The fractional change in circula-

tion, y0/y0, appears in both the redistribution numbers

for temperatureRT and carbonRC and so does not affect

their comparison, which hinges instead on the relative

magnitude of the ratios T0/T
0 and C0/C

0.
Scales for the control and perturbation fields could

be assigned in a number of different ways. It is natural to

use the horizontally averaged surface perturbations as

scales for the perturbation fields, T0 and C0, since the

ocean temperature and carbon perturbations originate

at the sea surface. The corresponding ranges of hori-

zontally averaged tracer values in the preindustrial cli-

mate, T0 and C0, then serve as scales for the control

fields. Figure 4 shows horizontally averaged tempera-

ture and dissolved inorganic carbon profiles for the four

experiments that are used to obtain these scales. The

preindustrial gradient of temperature (T0 ; 16 K) is an

order of magnitude larger than the surface perturbation

(T0; 1.3 K), while for carbon the preindustrial gradient

(C0 ; 320 mmol kg21) is about twice the perturbation

(C 0; 160 mmol kg21). Therefore the preindustrial gra-

dient, relative to the surface perturbation, is much larger

for temperature than for carbon. Evaluating the Q0/Q
0

ratios in (2) the redistribution numbers for the two

quantities are

RT ; 12y0/y0 and RC ; 2y0/y0 . (3)

Considering that the ocean contains about 60 times

more carbon than the atmosphere, it may seem surpris-

ing that an atmospheric carbon perturbation of a little

more than a doubling can impress the large surface DIC

change relative to the gradient seen in Fig. 4. This is

because of the smallness of the preindustrial DIC gra-

dient. Although the ocean has a large carbon content,

the range of DIC values is only a small fraction of the

mean.

The fact that RT is 6 times larger than RC shows that

the redistribution term is relatively much more impor-

tant in the transport term of the temperature equation.

To evaluate the absolute importance of redistribution

for either temperature or carbon transport we must es-

timate the y0/y0 ratio. One way to do this is to take the

square root of the ratio of total ocean perturbation and

control circulation kinetic energies. This gives y0/y0; 0.3

and, using (3), RT ; 3.6 and RC ; 0.6. Redistribution

transport dominates the perturbation temperature

transport but is less important, although not negligible,

for carbon. Transient tracers such as CFCs or bomb 14C

have redistribution numbers of zero since they did not

exist in the preindustrial ocean. In terms of the relative

importance of redistribution transport, carbon is closer

to these transient tracers than it is to temperature.

To complete the scale analysis of (1), we note that the

terms T0/T
0 and C0/C

0 scale the ratios of the redis-

tribution term to the higher-order terms (the third terms

on the right side). The values given in (3) indicate that

y0T 0 is about one-twelfth and y 0C0 about one-half of their
corresponding redistribution terms. Summarizing these

scales, the redistribution, fixed-current transport, and

higher-order terms are in rough proportions of 1:0.3:0.1
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for temperature and 1:1.6:0.5 for carbon. The dominance

of the redistribution term in the perturbation tempera-

ture equation is an important consideration when com-

paring simulated and observed ocean heat storage. The

scaling here suggests that circulation changes should

leave fingerprints on the observed pattern.

A more direct way to compare the heat and carbon

redistribution terms that gives insight into the global

nature of the redistribution is depicted in the top panel

of Fig. 5. Here the northward redistribution transports in

(1) are roughly estimated by applying the meridional

velocity changes, averaged over years 81–100, to the

control climate temperatures and DIC values. These

estimates are then divided by their respective global net

surface fluxes to obtain nondimensional quantities for

comparison. The estimated redistribution transport of

heat is seen to be of the same order as the perturbation

surface flux while that of carbon is an order of magni-

tude smaller. Consistent with the above scaling analysis,

circulation changes induce a much larger scaled heat

transport than carbon transport. The redistribution heat

transport shows large divergences poleward of 408 north
and south and a large convergence near the equator. The

divergence of heat out of northern subpolar regions is

caused by the weakening of the AMOC (Rugenstein

et al. 2013). A similar feature in the south is associated

with large changes in both the overturning and barotropic

flow linked to a strengthening and poleward shifting of

the westerlies and reduced Antarctic Bottom Water for-

mation. Cai et al. (2010) and Farneti et al. (2010) discuss

the warming in this band as a response to anthropogenic

wind stress changes. The redistribution convergence of

heat near the equator is due to reduced tropical up-

welling as described by Gnanadesikan et al. (2007). This

feature is associated with tropical warming, in and below

the thermocline, in all three ocean basins. The dominant

feature of the carbon redistribution transport is equa-

torial divergence due to reduced upwelling of carbon-

rich water.

4. Surface fluxes and climate response

In addition to redistributing heat storage, circulation

changes alter the distribution of surface heat fluxes.

Table 1 lists downward surface heat flux perturbations at

high and low latitudes for the two experiments. About

one-half of the heat uptake occurs between 408S and

408N in the fixed current experiment but this is reduced

FIG. 4. (left) Horizontally averaged temperature and (right) dissolved inorganic carbon for

control (black) and perturbation (gray) experiments averaged over years 81–100.
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to about one-fourth when ocean circulation is allowed to

respond. The difference between the free- and fixed-

current runs shows that heat uptake is reduced at low

latitudes and increased at high latitudes, particularly in

the north, as a result of circulation changes. This shift is

a response to the redistribution heat transport. Part of

the redistribution transport results in storage changes or

is counteracted by other transports. However, a sub-

stantial fraction of the redistribution transport is un-

compensated by these factors and drives the surface flux

changes evident in Table 1. The lower panel of Fig. 5

compares the northward redistribution heat transport

(divided by 3, for comparison purposes) to the surface

flux difference between the free- and fixed current runs

integrated from the southern boundary. Coincidence of

these curves would indicate that one-third of the re-

distribution transport divergence is compensated by

surface flux change. The closeness of the comparison

supports the role of the redistribution heat transport as

a driver of surface heat uptake redistribution from low

to high latitudes.

This meridional shift of heat uptake induced by ocean

circulation changes has a significant impact on the broad

patterns of SST change. Figure 6 shows the SST change

for fixed- and free-current experiments. The fixed-current

pattern has substantially greater warming at subpolar

latitudes in both hemispheres, particularly in the North

Atlantic where the patch of SST cooling associated with

AMOC weakening is replaced by a weak minimum in

warming. Deep mixed layers that are maintained with

fixed currents produce only a modest dilution of the

surface warming in this region. The warming impact of

maintained circulation on high northern latitudes is

consistent with the comparison by Rugenstein et al.

(2013) of climate change in models with large and small

AMOC declines. That study showed that the models

with large declines had reduced high northern latitude

warming due to the reduced transport of heat by the

AMOC into this region, which increased ocean heat

uptake there.

At lower latitudes the fixed-current pattern has broad

NorthernHemisphere amplification while the free-current

pattern has a band of enhanced warming along the

equator.A robust enhanced equatorial response in climate

change experiments was first noted by Liu et al. (2005).

The pattern appears in both transient and equilibrium

responses of GFDL CM2.1, which is closely related to

ESM2M (Xie et al. 2010). The fixed-current experiment

shows that ocean circulation changes are necessary for

FIG. 5. (top) Northward redistribution transport of heat and carbon normalized by their

respective net surface fluxes. (bottom) Northward redistribution transport of heat (O3) and

downward surface heat flux difference between free-current and fixed-current experiments

integrated from southern boundary.

TABLE 1. Heat uptake (year 81–100 mean) by region in free-current

and fixed-current experiments (1015 W).

Heat uptake 908–408S 408S–408N 408–908N

Free-current 0.33 0.18 0.25

Fixed-current 0.28 0.42 0.13

Difference 0.05 20.24 0.11
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the appearance of this pattern in the transient response.

Hints of the enhanced equatorial response can be seen in

the fixed-current SST change but they are embedded in

a broader reduction in warming due to maintenance of

deep upwelling in this experiment.

We have examined the patterns of heat and carbon

storage and SST change. Now we assess the impact of

circulation changes on the overall magnitude of climate

change as indexed by the global mean surface tem-

perature. The experimental design we have used, with

specified atmospheric CO2 concentrations, forces us to

make the assessment of the influence of carbon uptake

indirectly. We can gauge the impact of the ocean cir-

culation through carbon by calculating the impact the

differential uptake would have on atmospheric CO2

levels, had it remained in the atmosphere, and from

there on radiative forcing.

The ocean carbon storage is 16.9 Pg less in the free-

current experiment relative to the fixed-current case in

the year 81–100 average. If this carbon had all remained

in the atmosphere, the pCO2 would have been increased

by 8 ppm above the actual value of about 700 ppm at

nominal year 90. Thus the additional increase from

ocean circulation change is a little over 1%. This amounts

to one year of radiative forcing increase in this 1% yr21

CO2 increase experiment. Since 90 years of these in-

creases sum to the year 81–100 average forcing, the ad-

ditional radiative forcing from reduced carbon uptake

would be relatively very small. This is consistent with

Friedlingstein et al. (2006). Based on the results of 11

different carbon cycle–climate models, they found that

the ocean uptake is reduced by about 20 Pg K21 due to

climate change. With the 2-K warming in ESM2M this

feedback would reduce carbon uptake by about 40 Pg

and increases radiative forcing by 2%–3%.

The impact of heat uptake differences can be directly

assessed: the global warming is 27% less in the free-

current case (Table 2) over the years 81–100. This sub-

stantial warming reduction occurs in spite of a small

reduction in ocean heat uptake accompanying the cir-

culation changes over the same period. The standard

interpretive model for global temperature response DT
in terms of radiative forcing F and heat uptake N is

(Cubasch et al. 2001)

F5 lDT1N , (4)

where l is the climate feedback parameter. On the de-

cade-to-century time scales of interest the heat uptakeN

is dominated by warming of the ocean below the mixed

layer. Therefore (4) expresses a balance between the

radiative forcing source of energy and the sum of the

FIG. 6. Surface temperature change (year 81–100 mean) for (left) specified climatological currents and (right) freely evolving currents

experiments (K).

TABLE 2. Evaluation of transient climate response (year 81–100

mean) using Eq. (5): temperature change DT (K), in terms of ra-

diative forcing F (W m22), equilibrium climate feedback parame-

ter l (W m22 K21), ocean heat uptake efficacy «, and ocean heat

uptake N (W m22).

Experiment F l DT « N

Free 4.5 1.1 1.9 1.6 1.5

Fixed 4.5 1.1 2.6 1.0 1.6
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dissipative fluxes to space lDT and into the deep ocean,N.

The temperature perturbation is determined from this

forced-dissipative balance that neglects the warming of

the atmosphere–ocean mixed layer system since it has

negligible heat capacity on the decadal time scales of

interest. We know that ocean circulation does not sig-

nificantly affect l because Winton et al. (2013) showed

agreement between the slab-mixed-layer-ocean equi-

librium warming estimate (not involving an ocean cir-

culation response) and the response obtained from

extrapolating the heat uptake–global temperature re-

lationship in increased CO2 experiments of the full

coupled climate model with active ocean circulation.

Consequently, the fixed- and free-current models can be

assumed to have the same equilibrium climate feedback

parameter l. Therefore (4) does not allow for the free-

current experiment to have both a smaller temperature

response and a smaller ocean heat uptake.

This problem can be resolved by making use of the

concept of ocean heat uptake efficacy introduced by

Winton et al. (2010). Efficacy factors have previously

been applied to radiative forcings to account for differ-

ences in their global temperature responses per W m22

forcing. For example, Hansen and Nazarenko (2004)

found that a soot on snow radiative forcing induced about

twice the warming of the same radiative forcing applied

through increased CO2, giving soot-on-snow forcing an

efficacy of 2. Hansen et al. (1997) showed that forcings

that are focused at the surface and at high latitudes have

larger efficacies (i.e., they induce larger temperature re-

sponses). Consistent with this finding, Winton et al.

(2010) showed that ocean heat uptake in GFDL CM2.1

occurred preferentially at subpolar latitudes and had

a larger temperature impact than CO2. Theymodified (4)

to apply an efficacy factor, «, to the heat uptake:

F5 lDT1 «N . (5)

This equation resolves the problem that the transient

climate response generally does not scale up to the

equilibrium response (DTEQ) by applying a factor of

F/(F2 N) as would be expected if radiative forcing and

heat uptake had equivalent influence. For most models

scaling up the transient response leads to an effective

sensitivity, DTEF 5 DT 3 F/(F 2 N) that is less than

DTEQ. Consistent with this, a number of transient sim-

ulations find the effective sensitivity increasing over

time as the heat uptake declines. Winton et al. (2010)

show that (5) accounts for this behavior and produces

the apparent time dependence of sensitivity with con-

stant parameters.

Equation (5) is used to diagnose efficacy from radia-

tive forcing, heat uptake, and transient and equilibrium

warming. The terms in (5) for the fixed- and free-current

experiments are listed in Table 2. In the fixed-current

case, the efficacy is 1 indicating that the heat uptake has

the same influence on surface temperature as CO2

forcing. The increase in efficacy from 1 to 1.6 that occurs

when currents are free to respond is consistent with the

shift in heat uptake from low to high latitudes discussed

earlier and the sensitivity study of Hansen et al. (1997)

showing that such a shift should increase efficacy. Sum-

marizing, it is the shift in location of heat uptake to re-

gions of greater sensitivity rather than a change in heat

uptake magnitude that gives the ocean circulation re-

sponse its large mitigating influence on transient global

warming.

5. Conclusions

In this study we have evaluated the influence of

changing ocean currents on climate change by compar-

ing an ESM’s response to increased CO2 with and with-

out an ocean circulation response. Inhibiting the ocean

circulation response by specifying a seasonally varying

climatology of currents had a much larger influence on

the heat storage pattern than on the carbon storage

pattern. Heat storage without circulation changes re-

sembled carbon storage (either with or without circu-

lation changes) more than it resembled the heat storage

when currents are allowed to respond. This result was

shown to be due to the larger magnitude of the redis-

tribution transport—the change in transport due to cir-

culation anomalies acting on control climate gradients—

for heat than for carbon.

The overall uptake of heat and carbon were slightly

reduced when currents were allowed to respond poten-

tially giving circulation changes an additional warming

effect. However, the impact of the reduced carbon up-

take on radiative forcing was estimated to be minimal

while the redistribution heat transport shifted heat up-

take from low to high latitudes increasing its cooling

power. Consequently, global warming was significantly

reduced by circulation changes. Circulation changes also

shifted the pattern of warming from broad Northern

Hemisphere amplification to a more structured pattern

with reduced warming at subpolar latitudes and en-

hanced warming near the equator.

Since ocean circulation response varies among climate

models and, as was shown here, influences the transient

response, it contributes some of the uncertainty in that

response. Although we have demonstrated that the cir-

culation response induces large changes in the surface

temperature response inGFDLESM2M, it remains to be

seen how influential the differences in circulation re-

sponses betweenmodels are on their surface temperature
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response differences. Rugenstein et al. (2013) argue that

differences in the AMOC weakening simulation signifi-

cantly affect the warming at high northern latitudes.

Should the circulation influence prove to be more gen-

erally significant, the pattern of heat storage, which we

have argued fingerprints the circulation response, should

place an observational constraint on that influence. This

approach represents a pathway to reduced uncertainty

with distinctly different opportunities for progress than

those for resolving uncertainties in radiative feedbacks

since it involves observation of a slowly varying compo-

nent of the climate system.
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